Summary. This article shows how the practice of seclusion-the confinement of asylum patients in locked rooms alone-entered the spotlight during the bitter controversy over the abolition of mechanical restraints in the late 1830s and early 1840s. Drawing on letters to The Lancet, asylum reports, reports of the Commissioners in Lunacy and polemical pamphlets, and focusing on the two asylums at the centre of the controversy, Lincoln and Hanwell, the article sets out the range of positions taken, from pro-restraint and anti-seclusion to anti-restraint and pro-seclusion. It shows how seclusion was associated with a lack of transparency, how it was seen as parallel to the disputed practice of solitary confinement in the prison system and how both the practice of seclusion and the single room itself were modified in the face of these challenges. John Conolly emerges as the most committed proponent of seclusion.
In the first three decades of the nineteenth century, mechanical restraint (the use of strait-jackets, chains, straps, muffs, sleeves and coercion chairs) was widely seen as a legitimate method of controlling and even calming violent patients in public lunatic asylums in Britain. The forcible confinement of violent patients in locked rooms alone (normally referred to as seclusion) was also accepted practice. The campaign beginning within asylum medicine in the late 1830s to abolish the devices and practices of mechanical restraint (known as the non-restraint movement) was for a small minority the first step towards the abolition of seclusion as well-this small minority recast both practices as abuses. More commonly, the introduction of non-restraint policies in asylums led to the increased use of seclusion, which was justified as an alternative to mechanical restraint-while strait-jackets and coercion chairs became instruments of harm, periods of forcible confinement in solitude were promoted as calming and restorative. A third group, asylum doctors who opposed the total abolition of mechanical restraint, were keen to exploit this seeming contradiction, using reported instances of forcible seclusion to discredit non-restraint's promoters. The introduction of non-restraint has long been recognised as one of the pivotal moments in the history of psychiatry, and there is a rich literature devoted to it. This article turns the focus for the first time on seclusion as a bone of contention in the bitter debates about non-restraint in the late 1830s and early 1840s, asking why it was so deeply controversial and so multifarious in its associations.
Multiple pamphlets, lectures, reports, letters and editorials from the years when this debate was new, and most active-the late 1830s and early 1840s-allow access to its twists and turns, and to arguments rich with allusions to past psychiatric practices as well as to contemporary life beyond the asylum's walls. The fact that the early years of non-restraint played out in two main institutions, the Lincoln Lunatic Asylum and the Middlesex County Lunatic Asylum at Hanwell, mean that these sources return again and again to particular lived instances within the spaces of the asylum-instances of the application and removal of restraint and cases in which seclusion is imposed or abstained from. Theory and practice are difficult to separate, and deliberately so, since all the antagonists in this battle insisted that their positions were firmly based on experience in the wards, and drew liberally (if of course selectively) on medical notes and case reports, excerpts from which filled the texts of this time.
The question of whether or not seclusion constituted harm was bound up with the anxiety that the asylum was betraying its inheritance as an enlightened institution. Locking people up behind closed doors was difficult to reconcile with efforts to make the asylum more transparent, to open it up to inspection from the outside. This kind of confinement also threatened to blur the all-important boundary between the prison and the asylum; repeated invocations of 'solitary confinement' by opponents of seclusion were meant, as will be shown, to summon the spectre of the prison in general and of highly controversial current systems of running prisons in particular. The disputants were preoccupied, as well, with the ways in which the spatial unit within which seclusion took place, normally the single bedroom, dampened, or intensified, the stimulation of the senses, both those of the patient in the room, and those of people in adjacent spaces. Whether seclusion was embraced or rejected, the scrutiny it underwent during this time of fundamental change in asylum management changed the spaces of the asylum; those epitomes of the carceral institution-inspection holes in doors and padded cells-became standard components as a result of non-restraint.
As Victorian residential institutions receive renewed attention from scholars, notably in the work of Jane Hamlett and her colleagues, there is also a renewed interest in the single unit-the spaces created for solitude within structures for collective living. 1 Hamlett's examination of private alcoves and single bedrooms in boarding schools and asylums draws on an innovative study by Thomas Crook looking at the phenomenon of the cubicle, especially as constructed in Victorian bathhouses and public conveniences. 2 Both
Crook and Hamlett are interested in these separate spaces as sites of privacy, havens for individuality and potential opportunities for deviance within the controlling and collective frameworks of the institution. Their view of the collective institution or public space as replete with solitary nooks and pockets of opportunity for individual expression offers a powerful counterpoint both to Erving Goffman's total institution, with its regimented collective spaces and to Michel Foucault's Benthamite rings of back-lit cells offering up the body of the inmate for surveillance. What can be seen in the debate, examined in this article, about the form the asylum should take under the pressure of the non-restraint imperative is that the role of the single space for solitude was crucial and also that it could be envisioned as a space of privacy and potential deviance as well as one of control and normalisation, depending on the position taken in the dispute-the whole range of associations were available to and deployed by the doctors, officials and interested commentators who made their voices heard. What also emerges though is the power and significance of the prison as a counter-example. Indeed it was precisely because of the seeming similarity between asylums and prisons that asylum designers were so keen to differentiate them, and to embrace what Michael Donnelly called 'a special "ethos" of confinement', to be seen to confine differently, indeed to mask the fact of confinement as much as possible. According to Donnelly, the new asylum designs emerging from the lunacy reforms of the 1840s 'conscientiously severed the older associations of asylums with the apparatus of prisons (and their gloomy, barred spaces, their clanking chains, their stench, their rude keepers . . .).' 3 Attention to the debates about seclusion show that there was an equally strong impulse to differentiate asylums from contemporary prison design, and particularly from the separate system prison exemplified by the new National Penitentiary at Pentonville, then being planned. As Michael Ignatieff has shown in his study of British carceral policy, the battles over the separate system were not concerned with stench or the clanking of chains-but with the hugely fraught question of whether solitary confinement was a force for good or for ill. 4 
Battles over Restraint and the Role of Seclusion
The non-restraint movement began in bitter controversy. A physician and radical political activist, Edward Parker Charlesworth, and his young proté gé and house surgeon at the small charitably-funded Lincoln Lunatic Asylum, Robert Gardiner Hill, threw down the gauntlet when Charlesworth arranged for Hill to deliver a lecture to the Lincoln Mechanics' Institute in June 1838, which was published in 1839 under the title The Total Abolition of Personal Restraint in the Treatment of the Insane.
5 John Conolly, superintendant of the much larger and more nationally prominent Hanwell Asylum to the west of London, reviewed Hill's pamphlet positively, and announced in his reports to the public body overseeing his work (the magistrates of the county of Middlesex), his intention of introducing the non-restraint system (as it had come to be called) at Hanwell. 6 Non-restraint, as Hill defined it, was a mode of asylum management which rigorously abstained from any form of 'mechanical restraint' of patients, no matter how violent their behaviour was. There was some ambiguity in Hill's definition of 'personal', or 'mechanical' restraint (which he elsewhere referred to as 'severity'), but in the ensuing commentary it was understood to mean the confinement of a person's limbs by means of a physical device or devices. 7 (The most common devices were chairs to which patients were strapped, leather straps attaching patients to bedsteads, strait-jackets preventing the movement of the arms and muffs and hobbles restricting the movement of hands or feet.) 8 Hill had instituted non-restraint at the Lincoln Asylum for the previous 16 months, and claimed excellent results. 9 He therefore advocated its introduction in all asylums.
Hill's challenge to the emergent profession of asylum-based psychiatry was influentially supported by Conolly, but also inspired reactions ranging from scepticism to outright hostility. The Lancet, whose editor, Thomas Wakley, was always on the look out for controversy, reprinted a passage from the annual report of the West Riding Asylum at Wakefield in which the superintendent, C. C. Corsellis Smith explains the unusual medico-administrative structures at Lincoln: there were three visiting physicians, rather than the usual one, and they served in rotation, a month at a time. In addition, there was a resident 'house surgeon' (subordinate to the visiting physicians) and all were overseen by a very active board of governors, places on which could be obtained through donations. Charlesworth, having been physician to the asylum, continued to be highly influential on asylum policy through his role on the board. Hill, after being pushed out as house surgeon, continued to support and advise his successor, and became chair of the board. Hadwen was a former House Surgeon who had subsequently become a Governor. Cookson was a visiting physician. Smith, '"Great Experiment"', 55, 57-9.
small local asylum with a middle class clientele-all of which made experimentation possible. The radical rejection of conventional wisdom, that took place there combined with Charlesworth's talent for public relations, meant that Lincoln asylum's example loomed larger than seemed warranted by its significance on the national scene. Hanwell on the other hand, could not have been a more prominent stage for these reforms and controversies, because of its prominence as one of the largest of the country asylums, and because it served the capital. The non-restraint debate was a turning point too for the Commissioners in Lunacy, the point at which they extended their reach nationally and consolidated their position around the promotion of non-restraint. 12 Their ambivalence towards seclusion was therefore highly significant. The issue of the forcible confinement of patients in a room alone (seclusion) was not Robert Gardiner Hill's main concern, and did not fall within the forms of restraint subject to his 'total abolition' proposal. Hill's opponents, by contrast, were keen to talk about seclusion, and especially about instances of its use under a non-restraint regime. They sought to defuse the power of the 'non-restraint' slogan by sowing confusion about what restraint meant, and who could be accused of it. John Adams, a Middlesex magistrate and prominent supporter of both Hill and Conolly, wrote to The Lancet, recognising that one of Hill's opponents was playing with shifting definitions:
The word restraint here is very equivocal, for I know it is applied by the supporters of the restraint system to the confinement in a separate apartment, as well as to muscular, or, in other words, instrumental restraints; such, for example, as straitwaistcoats, sleeves, handcuffs, &c., although the supporters of the non-restraint system expressly limit themselves to the latter definition, and consider seclusion and quiet, in many cases, as great auxiliaries to the cure.
13
To accuse the non-restraint humanitarians of locking patients up alone could only be effective if that practice could be made out to be as objectionable as (or even worse than) the physical restraint of patients with the armoury of medieval-seeming devices to which Hill and others objected. William Cookson, one of Charlesworths' rival physicians at Lincoln, declared himself in a letter to The Lancet to be a most determined opponent of the system which has been pursued in the Lincoln Asylum; a system which I do not admit to be a system of non-restraint. I believe that the abolition of visible restraint in the Lincoln Asylum has been followed by much secret oppression, much hidden violence, and by many revolting practices, a thousand times more dangerous than mechanical restraint, because they can be neither so easily detected, nor so readily controlled. Hill's predecessor as house surgeon at the Lincoln asylum (who was now a governor), the case of Miss A, described as an extremely violent and unmanageable patient in the female refractory ward, is prime evidence. Previously, Miss A had been restrained from harming herself and others during violent episodes by the application of mechanical restraint devices, both while inside her room and sometimes also outside, in the galleries and day rooms. Indeed her case, according to Hadwen, was one 'the judicious and humane management of which, I fearlessly assert, can never be accomplished, by any means at present known, without recourse to instrumental restraint'.
15 After Hill's abolition of all restraint devices, Cookson and Hadwen claimed, the only option had been to confine Miss A to her room. Hadwen presents this solution as an imprisonment and a damning injunction against the then new system:
Here is a difficult, and, under the present system, a wholly unmanageable case of insanity; the unhappy victim of which spends day after day, and night after night, in solitary confinement, in a small, ill-ventilated, ill-lighted, and oppressive apartment; a restraint known to be the most insupportable, and from which the most hardened criminals shrink with dread abhorrence, and, with its additional accompaniments in this instance, a species of restraint infinitely more calculated to convert the sane man into a lunatic, than to restore the lunatic to health. Secluded from the free light of heaven, from the pure air, the bracing exercise essential to health, what chance has this most unfortunate person of obtaining the deliverance from the calamity that made her an inmate of the asylum? An asylum? Alas! It is to her a dreadful dungeon! . . . I am perfectly horrified that such a reprehensible mode of treatment should be persisted in by those who are continually publishing to the world the superiority of the management of the insane at Lincoln.
16
Hill objected in a subsequent letter that when Hadwen was in charge, he himself 'used seclusion very freely, though he affects so much compassion for the feelings of a patient who has been subjected to it'. 17 Indeed several instances and arguments used by the opponents of non-restraint do not constitute objections to seclusion per se (although they sit alongside passionate denunciations of the practice), but rather to secluding a patient without also additionally restraining her (by, for example, fastening her to the bedstead). It is the patient at liberty within the locked room that leads to situations that are criticised by the opponents of non-restraint both within Lincoln and beyond. Hadwen and Cookson detail the degeneration of Miss A's room into a foul-smelling cess-pit, covered in the remnants of her meals as well as in urine and faeces. Cookson reproduced an extract from the physician's log recording a day in which 'Miss A. could not be removed from her room on account of her extreme violence. . . . She throws herself down with violence on the floor; and then when anyone comes near her door, she starts up and beats it with her fists'. 18 Cookson recounts a decision made to bolt a chamber pot to the floor of Miss A's room, since she had been using the standard pot provided as a missile. Cookson, such a dire recourse begs the question: 'When the proprietors of lunatic asylums were libelled as people who chained up lunatics from sordid or unworthy considerations, why was it not stated that in the very house from which the ungenerous words were addressed, it had been judged necessary, as a matter of safety, to convert a patient's bed-room into an oubliette?' 19 The Wakefield superintendent Corsellis entered the fray with his own letters to The Lancet. He saw the room of seclusion as a place in which the patient should lie down and rest, rather than roaming around-if he cannot be persuaded to do this, the only solution, where restraints (he suggests 'a pair of ticking sleeves, an article so contrived that it can neither hurt him nor be fastened too tightly, and . . . a narrow strap of leather communicating with the staple in the bedstead, to prevent him from getting out') are not permitted, is a brutal physical battle involving two keepers holding him down in the bed.
20
The early 1840s also saw the expansion of the duties of the Metropolitan Commissioners in Lunacy, who were charged by Parliament in 1842 with inspecting and reporting on conditions in public and private institutions in which the insane were housed and treated, not only in the Metropolitan area but across England. 21 In the resulting report, published in 1844, the non-restraint movement was a central concern. At this stage, the Commissioners adopted a moderate position, embracing the general tendency towards mildness and liberality in institutions, while allowing for a remaining role for some forms of restraint. 22 The report took up the issue of restraint's definition and the role of seclusion:
Those who profess the entire disuse of restraint, employ manual force and seclusion as parts of their method of management, maintaining that such measures are consistent with a system of non-restraint. It is said by these persons that when any of the limbs (as the legs or the hands of a patient) are confined by the strait-jacket, the belt, or by straps or gloves, he is under restraint. But in cases where he is held by the hands of attendants, or when he is for any excitement or violence forced by manual strength into a small chamber or cell, and left there, it is said that restraint is not employed, and the method adopted in these cases, is called 'the non-restraint system'.
The report went on:
Here restraint of some form or other is manifest; and even in those cases where the patient is forced into a cell by manual strength, and prevented from leaving it until his fit of excitement shall have passed, it is difficult to understand how this also can be reconciled with the profession of abstaining from all restraint whatsoever, so as to be correctly termed 'Non-restraint'. It seems to us that these measures are only particular modes of restraint, the relative advantages of which must depend altogether on the results.
23
The tone here is more measured than what we read in the Lancet letters, but what remains is a fairly fundamental scepticism about non-restraint as a pure ideological position-and the pinpointing of the promotion of seclusion as non-restraint's weak point. Whereas in 1840 the focus was on Hill and practices at Lincoln, by 1844 it had moved to Conolly and his extremely influential introduction of non-restraint at the much larger and more prominently located Hanwell asylum. The Commissioners, knowing the readers of its report on the nation's asylums would be particularly interested in its account of the Hanwell showcase for non-restraint, expressed themselves in distinctly ambivalent terms:
The system of non-restraint at Hanwell has been carried on by mild and kind treatment, by an increase in the numbers of attendants, and by adopting seclusion or solitary confinement, sometimes in darkened cells, in lieu of mechanical restraint. At our visit to this Asylum in 1843, there was no patient under mechanical restraint; but we saw a violent female lunatic, who had been endeavouring to bite other persons as well as herself, seized by four or five of the nurses, and after a violent and protracted struggle, forced with great difficulty into and fastened in, one of the cells. During this scene, there was much confusion in the ward, and the great efforts of the patient to liberate herself, and (after her seclusion) the violence with which she struck the door of the cell, and threw herself against it, must have greatly exhausted her.
24
The Commissioners stressed the role (and what they presented as the reality) of seclusion in order to problematise non-restraint, pointing to its limits as an ideological position. They also focused attention on an aspect of seclusion that had not featured in the earlier criticisms. While Hadwen, Cookson and Corsellis evoked dire situations inside the locked room, the Commissioners bore witness to the process by which the unwilling patient was forced into the room in the first place, involving violence and coercion. Conolly himself was indeed an enthusiastic advocate (and practitioner) of the forcible seclusion of patients during spells of violence and threats to themselves and others, presenting it as one of the most important alternatives to mechanical restraint in such cases. 25 At the same time, he recognised clearly the symbolic challenge this practice 23 Report of the Metropolitan Commissioners, 137-8.
Report of the Metropolitan Commissioners, 141.
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For a discussion of Conolly's views on the role of single rooms generally in asylums (including, but not only, as containers for forcible confinement), see posed to the non-restraint project, which was supposed to be characterised by humanity, kindness and justice. At the end of 1840, having observed the controversy sparked by Hill's introduction of non-restraint at Lincoln Asylum and the fate of Miss A in The Lancet, Conolly composed a point by point defence of seclusion in his annual report to the Middlesex Magistrates who had oversight of the asylum:
All the substitutes for restraint are, like restraint itself, liable to be abused; but none can be made such instruments of cruelty by abuse. All are also liable to great misrepresentation: and none more so than that which is of all the most useful, the most simple, and the most approved of by the highest medical authoritiesnamely, seclusion.
26
In place of the misrepresentations he deplored, Conolly offers a definition of seclusion that, while not denying that the practice consists of locking a person in a small room, downplays entirely its coercive and carceral aspects. Instead he puts seclusion on a medico-scientific plane, and claims for it a well-founded therapeutic basis:
By seclusion is meant temporary protection of the maniac from the ordinary stimuli acting upon the senses in the refractory wards of a lunatic asylum. He is abstracted from noise, from the spectacle of a crowd of lunatics, from meeting those who are almost as violent as himself, and from every object likely to add to his irritation.
27
He then immediately goes on to admit that seclusion has other, less benign, associations, pinpointing the 'mode in which seclusion is effected' as the factor which can tip it away from cure and towards punishment and/or neglect: 'If resorted to with violence, if accompanied with expressions of anger or contempt, if stigmatised as a punishment, and if followed by neglect, it may produce all the evil moral effects of restraint itself.' 28 Conolly developed a series of responses to each of the potential pitfalls of seclusion, some of which were in the form of strict guidelines for attendants. He gave a detailed account, for instance, of precisely how attendants should get the patient into the seclusion room-and how they should exercise emotional control over themselves as well as over the patient when doing so:
Three or four attendants, possessed of courage and a good temper, should surround him; and telling him that he would be much better if quiet, and in his own room, should endeavour, by gentle occasional efforts, to induce him to walk into it. It will sometimes be found, that although he protests loudly against the measure, his steps gradually proceed in the direction required. At the same time, steadiness and strength may be required to prevent him retrograding; but well-qualified attendants will not, on this account, resort to violence. If he strikes and kicks them, they must, of course effect their purpose as speedily as possible, and with steadiness, and even with force; but always without passion.
29
Other responses to seclusion's potential problems took the form of adjustments to the built fabric of the asylum, softening the cell, and making its interior visible from beyond the locked door-these are discussed in more detail below. Back in Lincoln in the early 1840s, a third position was developing. While the opponents of non-restraint attacked the use of seclusion by non-restraint proponents as hypocrisy and abuse, and Conolly embraced seclusion as a therapeutic tool of great use to non-restraint practitioners, Hill and his allies moved towards the abolition of both restraint and seclusion. Hill had in fact classified seclusion as a form of restraint in his 1838 lecture, but conceded that it could be used in cases where the conditions for total abolition of restraint did not exist (that is, where the asylum building was not yet well adapted for full non-restraint and there was a shortage of sufficient attendants).
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It was the case of Miss A, her long-term seclusion under Hill's successor as house surgeon, William Smith, and perhaps above all the way in which her treatment was used so publicly by Hill's opponents to discredit his campaign, that led to seclusion itself being abolished at Lincoln. According to a letter to the asylum governors dated October 1841, Smith had decided henceforth to treat C.A. (as he referred to her) without recourse to seclusion. The success of his 'experiment', he wrote, 'impressed me with a conviction that solitary confinement, as a means of control, may be successfully and usefully dispensed with in this Institution, under well disposed and practised attendants and vigilant superintendence, as instrumental restraint has already been'. He predicted that he would have to be more vigilant than usual towards the attendants, who had 'become accustomed to rely upon seclusion, instead of increased attention, in troublesome cases'. He also advocated a degree of tolerance of 'lunatic violence, under sudden impulse' which, he wrote, 'must be expected in Lunatic Asylums, and can never be totally suppressed, except by perpetual restraint, or perpetual seclusion, far more injurious and distressing than an occasional blow under temporary excitement'. In any case, he pointed out, seclusion did not in fact prevent violent episodes: 'the official books exhibit evidence weekly of violent collisions, during the long period of C.A.'s seclusion, and the general employment of this agent, proving its inefficacy as a source of protection'. 31 Hill, who was at this point Chairman of the Asylum's Board of Governors, announced in the 1842 annual report that Smith's successful experiment and subsequent realisation that seclusion was unnecessary 'even under the most peculiar cases' had led to a change in official asylum policy, so that 'the Solitary Confinement termed the Seclusion of the Insane, now no longer exists in this Institution as a means of control'. 32 There were hopes that Lincoln's example would again, as it had a few years earlier with non-restraint, lead to widespread change. Smith, in a second letter dated January 1842, announced the success of his 'experiment of abolishing altogether solitary confinement in this Institution' and went further: 'the extraordinary improvement which has followed in the good order The forcible seclusion of patients, then, led to highly distinct reactions, even among those, such as Conolly and Hill, who had identical views on the need to refrain from any use of mechanical restraints. Behind the various stances on seclusion were a set of powerful associations conjured up by the phenomenon, or image, of a person locked in a room alone. The lunacy reform impulse of this period put great weight on transparency, and the discovery by inspectors of forgotten and fettered wretches behind the bolted doors of cramped cells was a recurrent trope that coloured attitudes to seclusion as a practice within the reformed asylum. Solitude in a private room as a balm for the active mind was embraced in the domestic built environment generally, but enforced solitude was more readily associated with solitary confinement as it was being instituted at that time in the reformed prison system. And both supporters and opponents of seclusion saw the single room in terms of what it could do to sensory perception-dampening it and blocking it out, or condensing and intensifying it.
Seclusion and Transparency
Small rooms intended for one person-the standard term for them was cells-had formed the basic spatial unit of the asylum for centuries, and although the existence of cells or single rooms did not necessarily lead to patients' forcible confinement in them, the associations between cells, isolation, unhygienic conditions and locked doors were frequent. 35 Hill, in a historical preamble to Total Abolition, refers to early asylums as collections of oppressive and inhumane individual spatial units: 'Their rooms or cells were uniformly loathsome from dirt; and in many places on the Continent, Lunatics were confined in cages, through the bars of which food and straw were thrust in to them, and they were daily exhibited to visitors, who paid a certain sum to see them, as is done with wild beasts.' 36 The non-restraint movement took place against the background of a period of lunacy reform in England which put increasing emphasis on the role of objective inspectors and lay visitors (of a different sort from the prurient paying visitors of the past), making unannounced visits to private and public asylums and looking behind every locked door for evidence of inhumane conditions and abuse. The unveiling of abuses was dramatised by accounts of the discovery of chained patients, whose suffering (and above all their invisibility) was exacerbated by their confinement to a dark and filthy cell, where they had languished invisible and forgotten, for months or years. 37 Hill was eager to show how the Lincoln Asylum met the highest standards of transparency and included in the appendices to Total Abolition multiple extracts from asylum reports and logs detailing measures taken to ensure that practices, and spaces, were open, visible and acknowledged. On an administrative level, there was the establishment of a register recording the frequency and length of the use of restraints (one of which, listed alongside 'hobbles', 'the chair' and 'the strait-waistcoat', was the 'noisy cell'), and a book, on open display in the entrance hall, in which visitors could record any abuses witnessed. 38 All the other measures he pointed to concerned the building itself, including the Board's resolution 'that a Plan of the Asylum be . . . hung up [in the entrance hall], to enable [visitors] to ascertain whether any part of the building has been concealed from inspection'. 39 In 1835, the doors opening into and dividing different parts of the galleries were partly glazed in another transparency measure, since 'the opportunities of neglect and harshness behind close and closed doors amidst incompetent witnesses, must be so unlimited, that every obstruction of observation may be considered as an exposure of these institutions to the risk of such consequences'. 40 In this context, the claim by Hill's opponent,
Cookson, that the non-restraint system at Lincoln had led to 'much secret oppression, much hidden violence . . . a thousand times more dangerous than mechanical restraint, because they [cannot] be so easily detected' effectively targeted seclusion as the Achilles heel of the transparent, non-restraint institution. The Commissioners in their 1844 report also worried that because seclusion was 'less visible' than mechanical restraint, it was 'more liable to abuse, and less capable of detection'. 41 One remedy they proposed was the introduction of a requirement that all asylums maintain a register of every instance of seclusion, on the same basis as a restraint 36 Hill, Total Abolition, 11.
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Kathleen Jones, in her discussion of the evolution of lunacy reform from the 1760s onwards, finds multiple references in the primary sources to cells as dark and cramped spaces in which people might languish forgotten for years. But Conolly initially responded to the concerns about the invisibility of seclusion by promoting ways of ameliorating, by means of spatial configuration and design, the potential of locked single rooms to hide patients from both care and inspection. Seclusion should happen, not in a separate wing or tract removed from the rest of the institution, but in 'a quiet bed-room opening directly out of the gallery'. 44 When 'troublesome patients were securely fastened down' within their rooms, they were neglected, and 'nobody seemed to care what condition they were in'. 45 Seclusion without mechanical restraint required and resulted in more attention from attendants and doctors, although the importance of keeping the patient protected from stimulation meant that opening the door and looking in, or entering, would be counterproductive and possibly dangerous. Conolly therefore advocated the use of what he called 'inspection plates', covered openings in the door allowing the attendant in the gallery to see all parts of each single room: 'By occasionally looking through the inspection-plate, the attendant is enabled to ascertain the effect of the seclusion; and the medical officers, to whom every seclusion is, or ought to be, immediately reported, are enabled to judge of the propriety of continuing or putting an end to it'. 46 Here too was the solution to the locked room as an impediment to inspection by outsider observers: 'In conducting visitors through the asylum, their attention is generally directed to the cases actually in seclusion . . . whom they are commonly able to observe without occasioning them any disturbance'. 47 At Lincoln, seclusion was seen to be incompatible with the transparent, liberal institution, and was abolished. At Hanwell, by contrast, a framework of bureaucracy and design was developed which was intended to compensate for seclusion's transgressions against transparency.
Seclusion and Solitary Confinement
According to Conolly, patients in the midst of a violent spell, once secluded and thus removed from the 'stimuli' of the refractory wards, would not only calm down, but would engage in distinctly genteel activities:
The patient who was five minutes before filling the gallery or the air with shouts, and exhausting himself in vehement and menacing actions, is found at once to cease to shout and threaten; to walk up and down his room, quickly at first, but soon more quietly; then to sit down and read, or to lie down and sleep. Women so secluded will walk about for a short time, and then take up a needle and begin to sew. The notion of time spent in a room alone as both calming and civilising chimed with idyllic visions of privacy within the home, which were a feature of Victorian thinking about domestic space. 49 Indeed, Conolly's preferred term, 'seclusion', had associations with romantic, freely-chosen solitude.
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Conolly strongly objected to another term frequently used in an asylum context for locking a patient up in solitude: 'solitary confinement'. Samuel Hadwen seems to have been the first participant in the battle over non-restraint to use the term. In his letter to The Lancet (quoted above), attacking Hill and the abolition of restraints at the Lincoln Asylum, he described the patient Miss A spending 'day after day, and night after night, in solitary confinement'. Solitary confinement was not only 'a restraint', he wrote, but one 'from which the most hardened criminals shrink with dread abhorrence'. Not only that, but it is 'infinitely more calculated to convert the sane man into a lunatic, than to restore the lunatic to health'. 51 For The Lancet's readers, Hadwen's choice of terms and associations would have immediately called to mind the ongoing project of prison reform in the Anglo-American world, and specifically controversies over modes of prison design and management in which all prisoners spent both night and day in their cells in solitary confinement. Indeed just a few months earlier, another correspondent to The Lancet had addressed specifically the impact of such a system on prisoners' mental health. William Simpson wrote, commenting on the plans for the model penitentiary at Pentonville, which had then just commenced construction:
As I am led to understand that the Government are about to make an experiment upon the solitary confinement . . . system of punishment, in the model prison, which is now being erected, I beg to call your attention to the subject, lest it should be adopted and carried too far, without looking into the effects produced by the same system in other countries where it has been tried for some time, particularly in America and Belgium. From reports published in America we find, that long solitary confinement has the effect of debilitating the mind, as well as the body, and after their time has expired, many criminals are thrown upon the world in a state of complete idiotcy, besides having contracted habits contrary to nature and prejudicial to health. Paul in Gloucestershire and justices in Berkshire and Sussex introduced extreme forms of solitary confinement in the late eighteenth century, confining prisoners in solitary cells for all but two-three hours a day, and even building separate exercise pens in their reformed prisons, refered to as 'penitentiaries'. These reformers took John Howard's principles of separation (developed in his influential accounts of visits to prisons across Europe and based on the dangers of association between criminals) to an extreme. Howard himself disapproved, fearing 'that unbroken solitude would break the spirit of inmates and lead them into either "insensibility or despair"'. 53 As early as the 1790s, there was a concerted campaign against the practice, initiated by political prisoners subjected to solitary confinement regimes and taken up by Sir Francis Burdett, who associated penitentiaries with Bastilles and suceeded in moving public and progressive political opinion against solitary confinement, which came to be associated with cruelty. 54 So by the time the National Penitentiary at Pentonville was under construction, solitary confinement was a subject of vivid contention.
Conolly objected in Hanwell's annual report of 1841 to 'the extravagant notions of seclusion set forth by opponents of the non-restraint system', and specifically to the idea that seclusion was 'an imprisonment, productive of every moral and physical evil'.
55 But
Hill and his proté gé Smith, at Lincoln, once they had decided to abolish seclusion, as well as restraint, adopted their adversaries' terminology: 'The Solitary Confinement termed the Seclusion of the Insane, now no longer exists in this Institution as a means of control'. 56 In 1844, the term was used again in the Lunacy Commissioners' report as a synonym for seclusion, the Commissioners also alluding to current concerns about solitary confinement's impact on mental and physical health:
As solitary confinement is coming into more general use, as a remedy in Asylums, and as persons who have been subjected to its operations for long periods, have become insane, we feel that we ought to notice the practice so far as it may be employed in the treatment of lunatics. As a temporary remedy, for very short periods, in cases of paroxysms and of high excitement, we believe seclusion to be a valuable remedy. We are convinced, however, that it ought to be used only for short periods, and that it should not be permitted as a means of managing and treating those persons who are permanently violent and dangerous. Long solitary confinement of any person in a cell is calculated to destroy his bodily health. suffered by the mentally ill in the world outside: 'An asylum? Alas! It is to her a dreadful dungeon!' 58 The insistence by opponents of non-restraint that seclusion was in fact solitary confinement blurred the distinction between asylum and prison-a distinction particularly important for the supporters of non-restraint and of asylum reform in general.
Seclusion and the Senses
Conolly made another distinction between seclusion and solitary confinement. While seclusion was 'a simple exclusion of irritations from an irritable mind', solitary confinement constituted 'a privation of almost all the stimuli upon which the integrity of intellectual and physical life depends'. 59 The locked single room was recognised as a powerful tool for the control and manipulation of stimuli (to use Conolly's term)-the occupant's range and intensity of sensory perception could be dampened or strictly curtailed when they were secluded. As Conolly acknowledged when he distinguished between seclusion and solitary confinement, the power to control sensory input could be deployed therapeutically-or punitively. We see this issue at play in the repeated references to levels of light in the cell or single room. Campaigners against mechanical restraint often evoked the 'dark cell' as the site of hidden abuses. In one of his letters to The Lancet, Robert Gardiner Hill envisioned a situation in which a patient, having insulted a keeper, is violently restrained, forced into a strait-jacket and hobbles, and 'to sum all up . . . he is chained to a wall in a small dark room, and the door is closed upon him'.
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In the same months in which it published the correspondence about Hill's innovations at Lincoln, The Lancet also published allegations of abuses at the ancient asylum of Bethlem in London. Two reformers (Charles Tulk and John Adams, magistrates closely involved in the introduction of non-restraint at Hanwell) visited Bethlem and were informed by a patient that he had been subjected to weeks of 'solitary confinement in a dark cell'. 61 Being on site, they decided to give themselves a direct taste of the experience:
We went into the cell, and had the door shut upon us, and I could not perceive the faintest glimmering of light. It was not a darkened cell, in which the light is softened, not excluded, but truly a dark cell, in which I could perceive no crevice, even around the door, by which light could enter; while a window shutter, near the top of the cell, was closed and locked, so as effectually to shut it out on the side opposite the door. Here [the patient] had been confined.
Tulk referred to this 'solitary confinement in utter darkness' as 'a punishment more severe by far than any proposed separate confinement for prisoners'. 62 The severity of the suffering was compounded by the real and symbolic power of darkness, combined with enclosure, to conceal abuses from the public eye. 58 Hadwen, 'Letter to the Editor', 907. The distinction Tulk makes between 'a darkened cell, in which the light is softened, not excluded' and something that was 'truly a dark cell' is interesting. Leonard Smith points out that by the time Conolly began advocating it as an alternative to mechanical restraint, the isolation of agitated patients in a darkened room had been established practice in asylums for decades-justified by the therapeutic desire to limit external stimulation. 63 The report of the parliamentary Select Committee on Lunatic Asylums in 1827 included a series of questions for inspectors to put to asylum superintendants. One was: 'Are dark solitary rooms made use of with advantage in cases of violent maniacal paroxysms?' 64 The rationale was presumably that by being placed in conditions, even during the daytime, that simulated night and thus facilitated rest and sleep, the patient could be calmed. 65 Utter darkness, though, was the medium of fear, privation and concealment, and Conolly emphasised that he advocated a partial, rather than total, restriction of the entry of light into the room. A violent patient could not be trusted alone in a room with an unprotected window, so the window needed to be furnished with an interior shutter and lock. But, wrote Conolly, 'the room is not always darkened even by the closure of the shutter, and it is never completely dark'. 66 Letting some light in was important for inspection: 'Sufficient light should be admitted through holes made in the window-shutter to enable the attendants, by looking through the inspection-plate in the door, frequently to ascertain the state of the patient.' 67 Light and relative darkness could be prescribed like medicine; Conolly ordered seclusion 'sometimes with the light partially excluded, sometimes almost entirely', but 'seclusion in total darkness is seldom, or perhaps never, necessary; and it would often be a dreadful punishment, either much aggravating the patient's agitation, or exciting frightful thoughts'. 68 The point in any case was to achieve 'repose Lincoln, was reported (by Cookson and Hadwen, assembling evidence against the results, as they saw it, of Hill's non-restraint system) to have not only thrown herself on the floor and beat on the door, but also 'bellow[ed] forth the most horrid blasphemies and threats at some imaginary beings'. 71 She threw her food on the floor, urinated and defecated (and was therefore 'compelled to inhale an atmosphere loaded with exhalations from her own urine and faeces') and spent the hours of 10 pm to 3 am 'knocking her head and limbs against the door' with the result that 'the door and boards of [her] cell are frequently stained with blood'. 72 The room is no longer here a tool for the control, from without, of the ways in which sensory stimuli might act on the patient. Instead, the opponents (or, in the case of the Commissioners, the problematisers) of seclusion, point to how the room can be transformed into a kind of sensory condenser by the patient locked inside. A shouting voice that would be dissipated in a long corridor or in the airing court is focused and magnified. Urine and faeces, rather than being removed, fester in close proximity, assailing all the senses. And the patient's compulsive and violent bodily contact with the walls, floor and door both stains the room and unleashes the most intense stimulus of all: pain. Those who saw seclusion as a scandal may have objected to it on an abstract level as imprisonment, but these accounts reveal a more visceral revulsion against the ways in which the combination of locked room and agitated patient condenses and magnifies the sensory experiences of both patient and inspecting doctor, experiences that might otherwise be dissipated or controlled.
What then did the various players in the debate imagine as the solution to the problem of an oppressive, or noisy, or painful seclusion? For opponents of non-restraint such as Corsellis, seclusion could be rendered more predictable and less destructive and unhygienic if it was supplemented by mechanical restraints: the patient would be more likely to sleep and rest, and would be unable to bang her head against the walls if she was strapped to the bed. 73 The asylum doctors Bucknill and Tuke, looking back on this period, articulated a pro-restraint, anti-seclusion position that was not made explicit in the debates I have looked at, but may well have been implicit: 'The character of seclusion, as a remedy, has never recovered from the attacks on it made by the advocates of mechanical restraint. They represented, truly enough, that a patient walking about pleasuregrounds, with his arms tied to his sides, was capable of more enjoyment than he would be if he were shut up in a dark and narrow cell, with all his limbs at liberty'. 74 The position in support of seclusion from the non-restraint camp-that is, Conolly's position-was that seclusion should always be well monitored and temporary, and of course always effected without resort to mechanical restraints. In addition, the room itself should be carefully designed to promote successful, calming, non-punitive seclusion. In most cases, Conolly believed that an orderly, well furnished patient bedroom, with additional security features such as a shutter on the inside of the window, a bed bolted to 71 the floor and an inspection plate in the door for surveillance, would ensure quiet, safe and well-monitored seclusions. 75 Conolly conceded, however, that there would be cases of patients for which this solution would not be sufficient. For these, he proposed what seems to have been at this point (when he was writing, in 1844) a novel, if not entirely new type of room, devised specifically for seclusion of extremely violent patients without recourse to mechanical restraints: 'a room of which the floor is a bed, and the four walls are padded'. 76 In a later publication from 1856, Conolly described the purpose and fitting out of a padded room in detail:
The great advantage of a padded room in all these cases, is that it renders both mechanical restraints and muscular force unnecessary for the control of even the most violent patients. Such an apartment, at Hanwell, is prepared by a thick soft padding of coir (cocoa-nut fibre), enclosed in ticken, fastened to wooden frames, and affixed to the four walls of the room-the padding extending from the floor to a height above the ordinary reach of a patient. The whole floor of the room is padded also, or covered with a thick mattress, of the same material as the padded walls, so that it makes a complete bed. In general, the room contains no furniture except bolsters or pillows, also covered with strong ticken. The window is guarded by a close wire-blind, which admits light and air, but prevents access on the part of the patient to the glass or window frames. . . . In a room so arranged the patient cannot easily injure himself, or receive accidental injury.
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According to the Commissioners in their 1844 report, 'great numbers of the superintendents of public, and of the proprietors of private Asylums throughout the country are fitting up and bringing into use solitary cells, and padded rooms for violent and unmanageable Lunatics'.
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The padded room was a single room defanged, divested of sharp corners, and hard surfaces, furnishings and fittings. It was the counterform to the old cell in which the patient was chained so that he did not damage the room, or damage himself by way of the room. It was a space within the restricted confines of which the patient could move freely-the closest modern parallel would be the toddler's playpen. While the seclusion of less violent patients could take place within an ordinary bedroom, the padded room was thoroughly institutional and anti-domestic: no reading or sewing would happen in here. It both softened and reinforced the boundaries between the space within and any spaces beyond, not only obviating any harm the patient might do to the asylum's property and himself, but also muffling and muting the patient's ability to make an impact on his wider surroundings, through bellowing and beating at the door.
While Hanwell was having padded rooms installed, the doctors at Lincoln countered the solitude and the mess of seclusion in a radically different way; instead of muffling the agitated patient's energies, they proposed redirecting them via energetic and outwardfacing activity. William Smith reported that his 'experiment', the treatment of Miss A without recourse to either restraint or seclusion, had, after 'a few outbreaks' rendered her 'tractable, good-natured, sensible of kindness, [and] conscious of approbation'. And social: she 'accompanies her attendant . . . on business with the shops in the town, and mixes harmlessly and happily with the other patients, at their monthly tea drinkings and dances'. 79 Hill's announcement that seclusion had been abolished led directly on (in the annual report) to a detailed account of the various modes in which patients were entertained and distracted, including balls, the introduction of pets and visiting children into the wards, and excursions into the city for the theatre and public lectures. All this together, he concluded, amounted to 'the full development of the system of Non-restraint, Non-seclusion, and exhilarating engagement, in this house . . .'
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A Microcosm of the Asylum
The Lancet editor, Wakley, writing at the end of 1840, reflected back on the debate in his publication's pages that had brought Hill's explosive innovation-the abolition of mechanical restraint-to national attention, and thus, unexpectedly, had shone a harsh light on seclusion also. Wakley expressed gratitude to Charlesworth and Hill, while quibbling with their slogan:
The term 'non-restraint', we may remark, is not literally correct; for, when the system is most rigidly carried out, the patient is confined to the asylum, and in many cases to his room. But this confinement is not felt like fetters; it is less degrading, irritating, and exasperating, than ligatures on the limbs. The restraint is little more severe than the voluntary confinement of servants to the house, or of workmen to their daily task.
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The dilemma of seclusion was the dilemma of the asylum in microcosm. The removal of restraints from the limbs of its inmates served to call attention to the forms of restraint represented by the patient's locked room, and by the enclosing walls of the institution itself. Wakley and other non-restraint supporters were put on the back foot, compelled to offer tortuous justifications. The whole purpose of the asylum-embodied in its very name-was to offer retreat, retirement and removal from the stresses and irritants of life in the world. But that sense of distance and enclosure could easily tip over into a suspicion of imprisonment, invisibility and abuse. At the pivotal moment in asylum history represented by the introduction of non-restraint, the single room behind the locked door-the cell-became a microcosm of this dilemma of symbolism-and also the site of new, very real and highly controversial practices.
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